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ABSTRACT
A key physical quantity during reionization is the size of HII regions. Previous studies
found a characteristic bubble size which increases rapidly during reionization, with
apparent agreement between simulations and analytic excursion set theory. Using four
different methods, we critically examine this claim. In particular, we introduce the use
of the watershed algorithm – widely used for void finding in galaxy surveys – which
we show to be an unbiased method with the lowest dispersion and best performance
on Monte-Carlo realizations of a known bubble size PDF. We find that a friends-of-
friends algorithm declares most of the ionized volume to be occupied by a network of
volume-filling regions connected by narrow tunnels. For methods tuned to detect the
volume-filling regions, previous apparent agreement between simulations and theory
is spurious, and due to a failure to correctly account for the window function of
measurement schemes. The discrepancy is already obvious from visual inspection.
Instead, HII regions in simulations are significantly larger (by factors of 10− 1000 in
volume) than analytic predictions. The size PDF is narrower, and evolves more slowly
with time, than predicted. It becomes more sharply peaked as reionization progresses.
These effects are likely caused by bubble mergers, which are inadequately modeled
by analytic theory. Our results have important consequences for high-redshift 21cm
observations, the mean free path of ionizing photons, and the visibility of Lyα emitters,
and point to a fundamental failure in our understanding of the characteristic scales of
the reionization process.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reionization is the last global event in the history of our uni-
verse, akin to primordial nucleosynthesis or recombination,
in which virtually all baryons participated. What would be
at the top of our wish list in understanding this still mysteri-
ous epoch? Clear frontrunners are: (i) the progress of reion-
ization, or QHII(z), the growth of the HII filling fraction with
time. Its time derivative is closely related to the comoving
emissivity, and functions as reionization’s “Madau plot”. (ii)
The topology of reionization, or the distribution of HII bub-
ble sizes. This is reionization’s “mass function”, and illumi-
nates many properties of the underlying galaxy distribution
and radiative transfer during reionization. Current influen-
tial models suggest that reionization proceeds outward from
overdense regions (“inside out”); galaxy clustering produces
large (∼ 10s Mpc comoving) HII regions whose character-
istic size increases as reionization progresses. The distribu-
tion of bubble sizes was first predicted analytically via the
excursion set formalism (Furlanetto et al. (2004); hereafter
‘FZH04’), and has since been largely corroborated by com-
parisons with semi-numeric and radiative transfer simula-
tions of reionization (Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007; McQuinn
et al. 2007b; Zahn et al. 2007, 2011). These all paint an
apparently consistent picture of an approximately lognor-
mal bubble size distribution which peaks at a characteristic
scale, and becomes increasingly peaked as reionization pro-
gresses. Indeed, given the complexity of the reionization pro-
cess, the agreement between simulations and analytic theory
(which for instance assumes spherical bubbles, as opposed
to the complex, non-spherical shapes seen in simulations)
is remarkable. Interestingly, a dissenting view came from
Iliev et al. (2006) and Friedrich et al. (2011), which found
from friends-of-friends analysis of large scale radiative trans-
fer simulations two populations of HII regions: numerous,
mid-sized (∼ 10 Mpc) regions, and rare, very large regions
several tens of Mpc in size, which contained a considerable
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fraction of the volume. Recently, Paranjape & Choudhury
(2014) presented a modified excursion set theory calculation
which predicts typical bubble sizes more than a factor two
larger than earlier calculations– a trend which is borne out
and amplified in this work.
The characteristic scale of bubbles is of considerable
importance: the characteristic scale of bubbles affects the
amplitude of 21cm brightness temperature fluctuations and
the scale at which they peak. The size of bubbles directly
affects our ability to do direct imaging and tomography, as
well as our ability to cross-correlate the fluctuating 21cm sig-
nal against the galaxy population (particularly against lines
whose visibility is directly affected by bubble size, for in-
stance Lyα). Large bubbles may also assist with the recovery
of large-scale 21cm modes which are otherwise inaccessible
due to foreground subtraction (Petrovic & Oh 2011). Thus,
theoretical calculations of bubble size have been crucial in
setting the science agenda for low-frequency interferometers,
and indeed in instrument design itself. It is one of the most
important theoretical inputs to instrumentalists.
In this paper, we provide a critical re-analysis of some
of the methods previously used to characterize bubble size
in numerical simulations, and in addition employ a new al-
gorithm, the watershed method, which has previously been
used to detect voids in galaxy surveys (Platen et al. 2007;
Neyrinck 2008; Sutter et al. 2015). The definition of bub-
ble size is somewhat ambiguous: different methods weight
bubble topology in different ways, and will return different
answers for the bubble size. For instance, if connectedness
is our only metric, then past a critical point, virtually all
of the ionized volume is consumed by a single large bubble,
a result which can be understood from percolation theory
(Furlanetto & Oh 2016). Nonetheless, for metrics which are
most physically and observationally relevant, we find effec-
tive bubble radii larger than that predicted by excursion set
theory by a factor of a few, up to an order of magnitude (and
thus larger bubble volumes by 1-3 orders of magnitude). The
outline of this paper is as follows: in §2, we discuss the four
methods we use to characterize bubble sizes, and how they
are tested and calibrated against control samples. In §3, we
then apply these methods to simulations of reionization. In
§4, we describe convergence studies. In §5, we discuss impli-
cations of our findings, and conclude in §6. Unless otherwise
specified, all distances are in comoving units.
2 METHOD
We use 4 methods of analyzing reionization simulations to
obtain the bubble size distribution. Two, the distance trans-
form (DT; Zahn et al. 2007, 2011) and the mean free path
(MFP; Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007) methods have previ-
ously been used to obtain singly peaked distributions with
characteristic bubble sizes in good agreement with excursion
set theory. The third, friends of friends (FoF; Iliev et al. 2006;
Friedrich et al. 2011) was shown to yield a bimodal distribu-
tion. The last, the watershed algorithm, has never previously
been used in this context. In this section, we compare and
contrast these different algorithms by: (i) deriving their win-
dow function W (r/R), i.e. the derived bubble size distribu-
tion for a single spherical bubble of radius R; this determines
how accurately the underlying bubble size distribution can
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Figure 1. The bubble PDF for numerical calculations of the
mean free path (MFP) and distance transform (DT) of a sphere
of radius R = 10 Mpc. The red dotted line is for the DT, the
blue dashed line and the yellow solid line are for numerical and
analytic calculations of the MFP respectively (note their excel-
lent agreement), and the pink dash-dot line is the MFP window
function used by Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007). The watershed
and FoF algorithms give delta functions at the true bubble size.
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Figure 2. Bubble PDFs for Monte Carlo toy box sampled at
QHII = 0.5 (z=11 for ζ = 40), with an Lagrangian FZH04 bubble
mass function. Each line is normalized to be integrated to unity.
The black line is the unconvolved excursion set density function.
The green solid line is the watershed PDF (smoothing parameter
h = 0.7). The blue and red solid lines are the convolution of direct
sampling of the excursion set prediction with the MFP and DT
window functions respectively. The blue and red dashed lines are
the convolution of the watershed PDF with the MFP and DT
window functions. The blue and red dotted lines are the results
of MFP sampling with 107 samples and DT. The FoF algorithm
identifies most of the volume in a single large bubble and is not
shown.
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be determined. (ii) validating their performance on a Monte-
Carlo realization of spherical bubbles drawn from the dis-
tribution predicted by excursion set theory. At this stage,
we deliberately restrict ourselves to spherical bubbles since
sphericity is an explicit assumption of excursion set theory.
If an algorithm already fails in this idealized regime, there is
no reason to trust its results in more complicated settings.
Note that the DT and MFP methods do not yield a unique
segmentation of the ionization field into bubbles of different
sizes (membership in a bubble of size R is only assigned one
voxel at a time), while the FoF and watershed methods do
result in a unique partitioning which can be visualized.
We focus on the statistic dP/dR, i.e. the probability
that an ionized voxel selected at random lies in a bubble
with radius in the range (R,R + dR). We generally plot
dP/d(lnR), normalized to unity, which is equivalent to the
fraction of volume occupied by bubbles with these radii.
Given an intrinsic PDF [dP/d(lnR)]i, the recovered bubble
PDF is: (
dP
dlnR
)
obs
=
∫
d(ln r)
(
dP
dln r
)
i
W (r/R) (1)
where W (r/R) is the window function (i.e., (dP/d(lnR))obs
for a single bubble of radius R). For a spherical bubble dis-
tribution with a differential number density as a function of
radius dn/dr, (
dP
dln r
)
i
=
V
QHII
dn
dln r
, (2)
where V = 4/3pir3, and 0 < QHII < 1 is the volume filling
fraction of ionized regions.
Note that the number density dn/dr must be in Eu-
lerian coordinates to compare to results from our simula-
tions. However, the analytic FZH04 model predictions are
in Lagrangian coordinates. We use the following procedure
to transform between the two. Let r0 be the comoving La-
grangian radius and r be the comoving Eulerian radius.
From the standard spherical collapse model we obtain
(Paranjape & Choudhury 2014):
r
r0
= 2 · 62/3 (θ − sin θ)
2/3
1− cos θ (3)
where θ is the development angle which, at a given redshift
z and linear density contrast δ0, can be determined from
1
1 + z
=
3 · 62/3
20δ0
(θ − sin θ)2/3 (4)
where we use δ0 = D(z)B(m, z), where D(z) is the growth
factor and B(m, z) is the linear fit to barrier as presented in
FZH04. We can rewrite equation (2) as(
dP
dln r
)
i
=
V
QHII
dn
dln r
=
V0
QHII
dn
d ln r0
(
V
V0
)(
d ln r
d ln r0
)−1
(5)
where dn/dr0 is the Lagrangian number density in FZH04,
V0 = (4/3)pir
3
0 is the Lagrangian volume, and the Jacobian
d ln r/d ln r0 is equal to
ln r
ln r0
= 1−
∣∣∣∣dσ2dr0
∣∣∣∣ dBd lnσ2
(
1− 3
2
θ(θ − sin θ)
(1− cos θ)2
)
, (6)
and σ(m) is the density fluctuation variance linearly extrap-
olated to z = 0. Finally, the filling fraction1 is given by
QHII =
∫ ∞
rmin
V
dn
d ln r
(d ln r) (7)
where rmin corresponds to the smallest possible ionized bub-
ble, which is ionized by a single halo with virial temperature
Tvir = 10
4K.
The transformation between Lagrangian and Eulerian
coordinates is a small (< 10%) correction. It is only used
when comparing FZH04 to simulation results (and not, for
instance, when creating a Monte-Carlo catalog from a given
bubble PDF, e.g. §3.1).
2.1 Distance Transform (DT)
The use of spherical averaging (McQuinn et al. 2007b; Zahn
et al. 2007) was motivated by how bubbles are defined and
generated within the excursion set formalism, and in prin-
ciple should provide the closest correspondence to bubble
sizes predicted by excursion set theory. At each point in the
simulation box, one ‘draws’ progressively smaller spheres of
radius R, and smooths the ionization field within the sphere.
The voxel is deemed to belong to the largest sphere of ra-
dius R where the smoothed ionization fraction exceeds a
threshold value xtHII. The short mean free path of UV ion-
izing photons at ionization fronts means that the IGM is
predominantly two-phase, and values of xtHII between 0 and
1 are generally finite resolution effects. For simplicity, we
use xtHII = 1 as it gives an analytic window function; lower
values of xtHII give similar results (Zahn et al. 2011). For this
threshold value, spherical averaging is exactly the same as
the distance transform later used as a step in the watershed
algorithm; each voxel is labelled by the shortest distance to
a neutral voxel. We henceforth refer to this as the distance
transform (‘DT’) method.
Consider a point in a sphere of radius R, which is a
distance r away from the closest boundary of the sphere,
and a distance (R − r) from the sphere’s center. The prob-
ability of hitting such a point at random is dP = 4pi(R −
r)2dr/(4/3)piR3, or (Friedrich et al. 2011):
W
( r
R
)
=
(
dP
d ln r
)
= 3
( r
R
)(
1− r
R
)2
. (8)
In Fig 1, we show a numerical calculation of W (r/R), which
agrees with equation (8). Clearly the DT is a poor method
for estimating bubble sizes: it has a broad smoothing kernel
spanning ∼ 2 dex, and peaks at r = R/3. This distortion
arises because there is more volume and hence more voxels
at large radii, where the distance to the HII boundary is
smaller. Since the true PDF is convolved with this window
function, the observed PDF will be smeared out and biased
toward lower bubble sizes. This is clearly apparent in Fig. 2,
where the DT method does not recover the underlying bub-
ble distribution of a Monte-Carlo catalog where bubbles are
randomly drawn from the FHZ04 PDF (see §3.1 for more
1 For subtle reasons, equation (7) and the frequently used alter-
native QHII = ζfcoll, where ζ is the ionizing efficiency and fcoll
is the collapse fraction of dark matter halos above a threhold
mass, which in principle should be equivalent, can differ slightly
(Paranjape et al. 2016).
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details), but a distorted version heavily biased toward small
bubble sizes. Indeed, we see that if we take the true bubble
distribution and convolve it with the window function (equa-
tion 8), then this matches our numerical result very well. We
regard the DT as an inferior technique for inferring bubble
sizes.
2.2 Mean Free Path (MFP)
This method, first used by Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007),
consists of selecting a random ionized point, choosing a ran-
dom direction, and finding the distance along that direction
to the boundary of the HII region. Repeatedly performing
this in a Monte-Carlo fashion allows us to find the PDF of
‘mean free paths’, which acts as a proxy for bubble size.
This measure is attractive because photon mean free path
(which, until the late stages of reionization, is primarily de-
termined by bubble size rather than absorption by Lyman
limit systems) is an important physical variable. It is crucial
in setting the strength of the ionizing background Γ ∝ λ
(where  is the emissivity and λ is the mean free path).
We present an analytic derivation of the window func-
tion in Appendix A. In Fig 1, we compare this expression
with direct numerical calculations of the MFP PDF for a
single spherical bubble; the two agree extremely well. Note
that our window function differs from the erroneous expres-
sion derived by Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007), which dis-
agrees with direct numerical calculations. The Mesinger &
Furlanetto (2007) window function is somewhat narrower
and peaked toward larger bubble sizes (see Fig 1); because
this assumed window function is convolved with the excur-
sion set theory prediction, it skews predicted bubble sizes
to be larger, somewhat reducing the discrepancy between
theory and simulations.2 In Fig 1, we see that the MFP
is unbiased and peaks at the correct bubble size. However,
it is also asymmetric and comparable in width (∼ 2 dex in
r/R) to the DT method. The large number of voxels close to
the bubble boundary have opposing short and long lines of
sight which give the correct mean, but an asymmetric distri-
bution. The MFP method thus introduces some smoothing
and distortion of the underlying PDF, but for our purposes it
should be acceptable. In Fig 2, we see that the MFP method
reasonably approximates the input PDF in a Monte-Carlo
simulation. Also, the input PDF convolved with our window
function matches our numerical result, confirming that we
have the correct window function.
Note that Friedrich et al. (2011) find that the bub-
ble PDF derived from the MFP method is sensitive to the
threshold xth used to demarcate the transition between neu-
tral and ionized regions. This is largely a resolution effect:
as resolution increases, the fraction of partially ionized vox-
els decreases. Since the semi-numeric simulations we use by
their nature divide the IGM into fully ionized or fully neutral
regions, with only a negligible fraction of partially ionized
voxels, we find that this is much less of a problem in our
work.
2 Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007) did, however, use the MFP
method to observe the main effects we see (§3.2): larger bub-
ble sizes in the simulations, with slower evolution in the bubble
PDF compared to theory.
2.3 Friends of Friends (FoF)
The friends of friends algorithm groups together neighboring
cells of the same equivalence class. It has been widely used
for halo-finding in cosmological N-body simulations, where
all particles separated by less than a given linking length
bl¯ (where l¯ = n¯−1/3 is the mean inter-particle separation
and b is a free parameter) are assigned to the same halo.
Here, it links together neighboring cells which are either
ionized or neutral. Unlike other methods, FoF is relatively
insensitive to the topology of ionized regions. A network of
connected tunnels will be classified as a single monolithic
entity with a large volume, whereas the other methods we
use will consider them to be a large collection of smaller
ionized regions. Using FoF, Iliev et al. (2006) and Friedrich
et al. (2011) found a surprising result: the bubble size dis-
tribution is bimodal, with the vast majority of the ionized
volume in a single large bubble as reionization progresses.
This is in sharp contrast to the findings of other methods,
and predictions from the excursion set formalism, and raises
the question of whether some crucial aspect of reionization
has been missed.
For a single sphere, FoF correctly segments the entire
bubble; its window function is a delta function. For the
Monte-Carlo catalog, the distribution is bimodal and domi-
nated by a single large bubble; past an ionization fraction of
∼ 30%, it occupies virtually all of the volume. Fig 3 shows
the volume fraction of the largest ionized bubble for realistic
semi-numeric simulations of reionization; it starts to domi-
nate and quickly rise toward unity once the volume fraction
exceeds ∼ 15%. If connectedness is our only criterion, then
throughout reionization, most of the volume is in a single
bubble. Thus, in Fig 2, the bubble size distribution is essen-
tially a delta function with a bubble volume xHIIVbox. This
structure is created by bubble overlap (even in the absence
of clustering) and regardless of the details of the underlying
PDF. For instance, it arises even if all bubbles are identical
(so the PDF is a delta function). It is also robust to the de-
tails of the FoF algorithm (for instance, in Fig. 3, we show
find fairly similar behavior given two different criteria for
connectedness, requiring either 6 or 26 nearest neighbors).
Its appearance has less to do with details of the reionization
process, but rather is a generic feature of any percolation
process (Furlanetto & Oh 2016).
2.4 Watershed Algorithm
The watershed algorithm is a well-known 2D image segmen-
tation algorithm (see Soille (2013), and references therein).
The essential idea is to connect constant values of a scalar
field (e.g. greyscale), and treat them as contour lines indi-
cating height in a topographic map. If one floods this to-
pographic surface with water, it will break up into different
catchment basins, demarcated by watershed lines. This pro-
vides the required image segmentation. We have extended
the watershed algorithm to 3D. Such a 3D extension has
been used for void-finding in both cosmological simulations
and galaxy surveys (Platen et al. 2007; Neyrinck 2008; Sut-
ter et al. 2015). The detailed procedure is as follows:
• Binary transform. We first apply a threshold xthHI
such that if the neutral fraction xHI > x
th
HI, we set xHI =
1; otherwise, xHI = 0. This eliminates ambiguity about
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. The fractional volume of ionized voxels inside the
largest ionized bubble as defined by FoF method. The blue plot is
for 26 connected neighborhood voxels (i.e., each voxel must have
26 neighbors, consisting of face, edge, or vertex adjacent voxels)
whereas the red plot is for 6 connected neighborhood voxels (re-
quiring only face adjacent voxels).
whether a voxel is neutral or ionized. We choose xthHI = 1
(i.e., a voxel is ionized if and only if it is completely ionized);
in practice we find we are not sensitive to this threshold.
• Distance Transform. Next, we assign to each ionized
voxel i the Euclidean distance di to the nearest neutral voxel
(if the voxel is neutral, then di = 0). We use voxel units in
which the side of a single voxel is one. As previously noted,
this ’distance transform’ is identical to spherical averaging
methods used by previous authors (§2.1) in the limit of a
two-phase medium. To ensure congruence with standard wa-
tershed terminology, we then invert di → −di.
• Identify local minima. We identify local minima of
the scalar 3D array di. These naturally correspond to our no-
tion of ‘bubble centers’, since they are as distant as possible
from HII region boundaries as possible. In watershed termi-
nology, these are the bottoms of separate catchment basins.
In principle, all that is now required is to identify the bound-
aries between different catchment areas (‘watershed lines’).
In practice, this leads to the well-known problem of over-
segmentation, because every single local minimum, no mat-
ter how small, forms its own catchment basin. Thus, Poisson
noise can lead to an obviously contiguous single bubble be-
ing spuriously sub-divided into many small bubbles.
• Threshold To avoid this, we suppress shallow min-
ima via the so called ‘h-minimum transform’ that smooths
out the map. Unlike Gaussian smoothing, such transforma-
tion preserves the topology of ionized regions without mix-
ing neutral region voxels in it. Suppose a set of voxels di
rests in a catchment basin. In this catchment basin, there
could be multiple sets of connected components (known as
‘markers’ in image processing nomenclature) which create
artificial sub-boundaries within a single catchment basin.
The h-minimum transform smooths out those spurious local
minima by imposing a contrast limit, h. If the differences in
voxel value between a local minimum dmin and its surround-
ing voxels is less than h, then this shallow local minimum
is potentially due to noise. We ‘cut off the tip’ of this min-
imum by setting this voxel and all of its neighbors to the
value dmin + h (note that dmin is negative, so this corre-
sponds to reducing the depth of the minimum). With an
appropriate choice of h, we can eliminate small fluctuations
at the bottom of the catchment basin which result in spu-
rious over segmentation. Note that h values we quote are
in voxel units, not in physical units. Hence, the appropriate
values of h can change as we change the resolution of box.
• Identify bubble boundaries. Now that the bubble
centers have been found, we identify bubble boundaries. To
do this, we inject fluid from markers (the minima of catch-
ment basins) until they just touch. In practice, this corre-
sponds to identifying contours of constant di. These ‘wa-
tershed lines’ denote the bubble boundaries. In the absence
of smoothing or thresholding, this procedure is guaranteed
to assign every ionized voxel to a bubble. However, with
thresholding, bubbles below the scale h are either merged
with larger bubbles or ignored. To conserve the total ionized
fraction, we manually add back the smaller bubbles which
were not merged into larger structures. These constitute a
small fraction of the ionized volume (∼ 1% of total ionized
voxels ). In this paper, we use h < 1. Thus, the thresholding
process only affects minima in large bubbles (where neigh-
boring voxels can have distances from the boundary which
differ by less than unity). The smallest possible isolated bub-
ble has dmin = 1, and is not eliminated by the smoothing
process. Thus, this complication is not important for us.
We now have a unique partitioning of ionized voxels
into distinct bubbles, which we can use to calculate bubble
volumes V . To compare against excursion set theory, we
calculate the effective spherical radius Reff = (3V/4pi)
1/3 of
each bubble. For a single spherical bubble, the watershed
algorithm correctly identifies the entire region as ionized –
i.e., similar to FoF, its window function is a delta function
at the true value. It also performs very well on Monte-Carlo
catalogs, as we describe below.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Monte-Carlo Tests
As a test bed and to better understand and validate our
bubble-size measurement algorithms, we begin with Monte-
Carlo bubble catalogs where the bubble size distribution is
fully specified. We use the bubble size distribution given by
excursion set theory; our fiducial test case corresponds to
an ionization fraction of QHII = 0.50 (and z = 11, using
an ionizing efficiency of ζ = 40 in the FZH04 model). We
create a Monte-Carlo realization of spherical bubbles drawn
from the FZH04 mass function in a 5003 box, 100 cMpc on
a side. These bubbles are simply laid down randomly in a
box; provided bubble overlap is small, we are guaranteed to
be sampling from a known bubble PDF. This is not (as in
semi-numeric algorithms, e.g., Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007)
a direct implementation of the excursion set approach. As we
shall see, the latter in fact has a bubble PDF quite different
from that predicted by analytic theory.
The results are shown in Fig 2. We show the proba-
bility density function dP/d(log R), normalized to integrate
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. A slice of the watershed segmentation of the Monte
Carlo box; different colors denote separate bubbles.
to unity. The results for each of the four methods are in
line with what one might expect from the spherical win-
dow functions shown in Fig 1: (i) the watershed algorithm
shows excellent performance, which is to be expected since
it does an excellent job with isolated spherical bubbles (Fig.
1). The slightly narrower width can be understood from the
adopted smoothing parameter (h = 0.7; h is in voxel units)
which suppresses small bubbles. We explore sensitivity to
smoothing in §4. (ii) The mean free path algorithm also
does an excellent job. The slight shift toward smaller bub-
ble sizes can be understood from the long tail of the window
function toward small scales. Indeed the convolution of the
excursion set PDF with the MFP window function closely
corresponds to our results. (iii) By contrast, the distance
transform performs very poorly in this Monte-Carlo trial,
underestimating characteristic scales by an order of magni-
tude. Note that although the distance transform underesti-
mates the single bubble size by a factor of ∼ 3, once this
window function is convolved with a bubble population, the
distortion to the peak of the probability distribution can be
considerably larger. The underlying excursion set PDF con-
volved with the DT window function matches our results.
As one might expect, the watershed PDF convolved with the
MFP and DT window functions also give excellent results.
(iv) Finally, the FoF algorithm identifies most of the ionized
volume in a single giant ionized bubble. The origins and
implications of this result, which can be understood from
percolation theory, are examined in detail in Furlanetto &
Oh (2016).
In Fig 4, we show a slice through the simulation box.
Each color labels a unique region found by the watershed
algorithm. For the spatially Poisson distributed realization
we have created, bubble overlap appears fairly minimal in
2D slices (note, however, that they are actually intercon-
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Figure 5. Watershed bubble PDFs of semi-numeric simula-
tion boxes with QHII = 0.28, 0.49, 0.78 (ζ = 55, 54, 50 at z =
12, 11, 10). The black solid lines from left to right are the excur-
sion predictions for increasing QHII, while the dashed lines from
left to right are the watershed results.
nected through narrow channels largely outside this slice, as
can be shown using the FoF algorithm). In reality, bias at
high redshift means that bubbles will inevitably be clustered
(Furlanetto et al. 2004). Once bubble overlap is significant,
we no longer know the underlying mass function – indeed,
its definition can be ambiguous (see §5 for more discussion).
As we shall see, clustering renders the watershed algorithm
sensitive to the degree of smoothing applied.
3.2 Application to Simulations of Reionization
Now that our bubble size measurement algorithms have been
carefully characterized and tested, we deploy them on semi-
numeric simulations of reionization. We use the 21cmFAST
code (Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007), which allows large, rel-
atively high resolution simulations to be computationally
affordable, by obviating the need for hydrodynamics or ra-
diative transfer. We shall find that accurate resolving the
bubble PDF, particularly in the late stages of reioniza-
tion, requires large boxes (∼ 500 Mpc), which are difficult
with numerical simulations due to the large required dy-
namic range. While they may differ in detail from radiation-
hydrodynamics simulations, the gross morphology of HII
regions in side-by-side comparisons of the two approaches
starting from the same initial conditions is extremely simi-
lar (McQuinn et al. 2007b; Zahn et al. 2007, 2011). For our
purposes, where we aim to explore the gross evolution of
the characteristic scale with redshift, rather than fine details
of the bubble PDF, this level of accuracy is sufficient. The
main limitation with standard semi-numeric simulations is
that they incorporate opacity due to Lyman limit systems in
a very approximate manner. The latter can change the mor-
phology of the ionization field, particularly in the late stages
of reionization (Furlanetto & Oh 2005; Finlator et al. 2012;
Sobacchi & Mesinger 2014). Thus, reported bubble sizes for
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Figure 6. Mean free path (MFP) PDFs of semi-numeric sim-
ulation boxes with QHII = 0.28, 0.49, 0.78 (ζ = 55, 54, 50 at
z = 12, 11, 10). The black solid lines from left to right are the
excursion predictions convolved with the MFP window function,
in order of increasing QHII. The blue dot dashed lines are the wa-
tershed results (also convolved with the MFP window function),
and the red dashed lines are the mean free path results with 107
samples.
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Figure 7. Distance transform probability density functions for
semi-numeric simulation boxes with QHII = 0.28, 0.49, 0.78 (ζ =
55, 54, 50 at z = 12, 11, 10). The black solid lines from left to right
are the excursion set predictions convolved with the DT window
function, in order of increasing QHII. The blue dot dashed lines
are the watershed results (also convolved with the DT window
function), and the red dashed lines are results for the direct dis-
tance transform.
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Figure 8. Distance transform probability density functions for
semi-numeric simulation boxes versus the excursion set predic-
tions (not convolved with the DT window function). The black
lines are excursion set predictions and the red curves are distance
transform results at z = 12, 11, and 10 (QHII = 0.28, 0.49, 0.78)
from left to right respectively. These show apparent (and spuri-
ous!) agreement. The cutoff at 1 Mpc (and consequent distortion
of the PDF) for the z = 11, 10 boxes is due to finite resolution
effects; see discussion in text.
the late stages of reionization may be less reliable. In any
case, as QHII → 1, it is probably more sensible to construct
a size PDF of neutral regions. Also, it should be noted that
the ‘mean free path’ here refers to bubble sizes, and does
not take into account the fact that photon mean free paths
are eventually regulated not by bubble sizes but by Lyman
limit systems.
The 21cmFAST code uses an excursion-set theory ap-
proach to generating the ionization field3. A linear density
field is generated at high redshift, then evolved to lower
redshift using linear theory and the Zel’dovich approxima-
tion. Using a conditional mass function from a voxel’s mean
density, a source catalog is generated for halos with virial
temperature T > 104K (as needed for hydrogen atomic
cooling). The ionization field is then generated from the
source catalog using excursion set theory (specifically, find-
ing the largest spherical regions which can be ionized by
the enclosed sources). We use the default setting of a max-
imum bubble size of Rmax = 30 Mpc to crudely model
the effects of absorption of ionizing photons in the IGM4.
Our boxes are 5003. We use a cosmology of Ωm = 0.31,
ΩΛ = 0.69, Ωb = 0.049, h = 0.67, n = 0.96, σ8 = 0.83
that matches the results of Planck 2015 (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2015). We examine bubble PDFs at three QHII in
3 It may seem wrong-headed to use excursion-set theory simula-
tions to test excursion set theory. We discuss this point in §5.
4 This setting in 21CMFAST sets the maximum size of a single
spherical ionized region which can be obtained using the spheri-
cal filtering procedure. This does not directly correspond to the
bubbles given by our procedure — for instance, if two 30 Mpc
bubbles overlap, this gives rise to a larger ionized region.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters
z QHII Box Size L (Mpc)
12 0.28 5003 100
11 0.49 5003 500
10 0.78 5003 500
simulations boxes with the properties given in Table 1. We
use the ionization efficiency ζ = 55, 54, 50 at z = 12, 11, 10
to match the values of QHII to the true ionization fraction
as found in our simulation boxes. Note that we increase the
physical size of the simulation boxes at lower redshifts, when
QHII and bubble sizes are larger. Failure to do so results in
considerable cosmic variance, due to the small number of
large bubbles which consume most of the volume. We dis-
cuss this point in more detail later.
In Fig 5, 6, 7, we compare the bubble PDF predicted
by excursion set theory against the PDF recovered from the
simulations by the watershed algorithm, the MFP method,
and the distance transform respectively. Several features are
immediately apparent. For all methods, the bubble size dis-
tribution is peaked toward larger bubble sizes than excursion
set theory, by up to an order of magnitude. The difference
is particularly egregious during the early stages of reioniza-
tion. The simulations also show bubble sizes which evolve
less rapidly during reionization than predicted by excursion
set theory. Importantly, these findings only hold when the-
oretical predictions are convolved with the window function
of the appropriate method. If one uses unconvolved theoret-
ical predictions–thus failing to compare apples with apples–
apparent spurious agreement between excursion set theory
and simulations can arise, a problem which bedeviled previ-
ous comparisons. We can see this in Fig 8, which shows good
apparent agreement between the DT and analytic excursion
set theory, if one does not convolve with the appropriate
window function.5
Figs 6 & 7 show that when the watershed PDFs are
convolved with the appropriate window functions for the
mfp and distance transform methods, they match the di-
rect MFP and distance transform measurements well.6 This
gives us further confidence that the watershed algorithm ac-
curately measures the true underlying bubble PDF. It also
suggests that the window function we have adopted for MFP
and distance transform methods (which strictly is only for
spherical bubbles) is still broadly applicable.
The watershed PDFs are noticeably narrower than the
excursion set PDFs at all stages of reionization; in partic-
ular, they lack an extended tail toward small bubble sizes,
5 The agreement is somewhat poorer for the DT at QHII = 0.49
(z = 11). This is an artifact of the lower resolution we have
adopted for this case (∆x = 1 Mpc), which truncates the bubble
PDF for small bubble sizes; agreement would almost certainly
improve for higher resolution. This issue for our choice of box
sizes only arises for the distance transform, which incorrectly un-
derestimates bubble sizes and therefore appears to require higher
resolution. Since the DT is at any rate not an accurate method,
we do not pursue further refinements.
6 Note again the poorer agreement for the DT at QHII = 0.49,
z = 11, for the reasons previously mentioned.
even after accounting for resolution effects. Closer examina-
tion of the simulations reveals that many of the small bub-
bles predicted by excursion set theory have merged together
to create larger bubbles, early in the reionization process.
The watershed PDFs also become increasingly narrow as
reionization progresses.
In the upper panel of Fig 9, we show slices of simula-
tion boxes with characteristic scales predicted by excursion
set theory and the watershed algorithm shown. It is im-
mediately visually apparent that the excursion set theory
predictions are too small– no sophisticated methods are re-
quired! By contrast, the scales uncovered by the watershed
algorithm appear quite sensible. The segmentation produced
by the watershed algorithm is also visually sensible (lower
panel). There are some cases where the segmentation may
seem somewhat arbitrary (e.g., a large contiguous bubble is
segmented into smaller pieces). Upon further examination,
this is almost invariably due to 3D structure not visible in
2D slices. We caution the reader that 2D slices– from which
much of our intuition has been drawn over the years– can
be misleading. For instance, 2D circles are unlikely to be
portions of spheres, but instead part of more complicated
features which can only be fully understood in a 3D ren-
dering. We emphasize that all algorithms need to be fully
3D, and furthermore 3D visualizations are very important
for building intuition. To drive this point home, in Fig 10,
we show the results of the watershed algorithm as applied
to a 2D slice, and then the results for that same slice when
it is incorporated into a full 3D algorithm. The results of
the segmentation process are different. One of the reasons
is clear from the left panel. The red points indicate bubble
centers (i.e., minima of the distance transform after h min-
imum smoothing). The reader should focus on the largest
ionized regions (the plethora of red dots outside are due to
tiny ionized regions). In a 2D segmentation, there are al-
ways a few red points per large ionized region, whereas in
the 3D algorithm, often there are none: the bubble centers
lie elsewhere, once the 3D topology is taken into account.
In Fig 11, we show 3D renderings of the 5 largest bub-
bles in a L = 100 Mpc portion (chosen for the sake of clarity)
of the QHII = 0.49 (z = 11) box. These largest bubbles are
reasonably symmetric and not too complex in their topol-
ogy, as one might expect for volume-filling regions. This is
to be contrasted with the complex network of tunnels un-
covered by a friends-of-friends or percolation algorithm (see
corresponding figures in Furlanetto & Oh 2016).
4 CONVERGENCE TESTS
There are two important areas where we need to check con-
vergence for the watershed algorithm, which has not been
applied before in this context. Firstly, the effects of box
size and resolution. Secondly, the watershed algorithm has
an adjustable smoothing parameter h (h is quoted in voxel
units–e.g., h = 2 corresponds to 2 voxels). It is important to
check sensitivity to this parameter. As with any regulariza-
tion scheme, the smoothing parameter has a critical effect
on the output, and the optimal choice is not always clear.
First, we examine the tradeoff between box size and
resolution, for our fixed 5003 boxes. If ∆x,Rb, L are the
voxel size, characteristic bubble size, and box size respec-
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Figure 9. Top panel: slice of a simulation box with character-
istic scales predicted by excursion set and uncovered by water-
shed methods at QHII = 0.49 (z = 11). The excursion set has
characteristic diameter of about 10 Mpc (10 voxels) and the wa-
tershed has characteristic diameter of about 50 Mpc (50 voxels)
as shown. Bottom panel: the same, but showing the watershed
segmentation.
tively, then ideally we should have ∆x  Rb  L. In Fig
12, we examine the convergence properties of the water-
shed bubble PDF as the box size L is changed (and hence
∆x = L/N , where we have used N = 500 throughout). The
PDF–particularly the location of the PDF peak–is fairly sta-
ble to box size/resolution for L/Rb = 5, 10, 25, 50 (and thus
Figure 10. Top row: bubble centers (left) and segmentation
(right) from the watershed algorithm applied to a chosen 2D slice
at z = 11 and smoothing parameter h = 0.9. Bottom row: bub-
ble centers (left) and segmentation (right) slices of the full 3D
watershed algorithm at same redshift and smoothing parameter.
Bubble centers and segmentation are significantly different for
the 3D case. Note that we have shown the bubbles with distance
transform value greater than 5 pixel/voxel units for each slice with
red markers. In reality, there are many more smaller bubbles in
both slices.
Figure 11. 5 biggest bubbles found by the watershed algorithm,
in a 3D rendering of a 100 Mpc region of the QHII = 0.49 (z = 11)
box.
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Rb/∆x = 100, 50, 20, 10). However, two interesting features
are present. Firstly, in the L = 100 Mpc (L/Rb = 5) sim-
ulation, the bubble PDF is bimodal! We have seen this in
simulations with different QHII (and z) and resolution for
small box sizes. It is consistent with Poisson fluctuations in
the number of rare large bubbles (which consume most of
the volume) in a small box. For an appropriately normal-
ized bubble PDF, as the number of rare large bubbles fluc-
tates, so does the relative contribution of smaller bubbles.
We conclude that as rule of thumb, L/Rb ∼> 10 is needed. On
the other hand, bubble detection appears to be suppressed
for bubbles with Rmin ∼< 3∆x. The bubble PDFs in the
semi-numeric simulations are sharply peaked (and become
increasingly so as reionization progresses). Typically there
is no significant fractional contribution from bubbles with
Rmin < Rb/10. We conclude that Rb/∆x ∼> 30 is a reason-
able rule of thumb. Thus, requiring L/Rb ∼> 10, Rb/∆x ∼> 30
implies that 3003 simulations are potentially adequate. Of
these two requirements, it is more important to satisfy the
box size threshold L/Rb ∼> 10, since there is relatively little
volume in the small bubbles. These considerations drive our
choice of box sizes shown in Table 1.
Now let us examine the effects of the smoothing param-
eter. The top panel of Fig 13 shows the bubble size distri-
bution for various choices of h, for the unclustered bubbles
simulation. Over the range h = 0 − 2, the recovered PDF
is robust to the choice of h, and in good agreement with
the underlying PDF. For higher values of h, the bubble size
distribution is artificially truncated (e.g, the h = 5 PDF is
truncated at R = 1 Mpc, as appropriate for 0.2 Mpc vox-
els), artificially biasing the bubble PDF toward larger sizes.
Clearly, the algorithm is performing as one might expect.
However, this case is not particularly informative: because
of the lack of clustering, there is less bubble overlap, fewer lo-
cal minima, and hence less need for smoothing (even h = 0
returns sensible results). The next 3 panels show how the
bubble PDFs changes as a function of smoothing parame-
ter for realistic semi-numeric simulation boxes, for ionization
fractions QHII = 0.28, 0.49, 0.78 (z = 12, 11, 10). While there
is more sensitivity to smoothing parameter (likely related to
ambiguities in segmenting the large bubbles which arise from
clustering), there is nonetheless an ‘intermediate asymp-
totic’ range where the bubble PDF depends only weakly on
smoothing. We have employed smoothing in this range in all
the subsequent plots we presented. Visually, we can see the
effect of smoothing in Fig 14, which presents slices of the
watershed segmented box for different smoothing parame-
ters. Without smoothing, the bubbles appear significantly
over-segmented. As the smoothing scale h increases, there
is a range where segmentation is fairly stable and appears
visually sensible.
Ultimately, the fact that there is an adjustable smooth-
ing parameter introduces an unavoidable degree of free-
dom into the watershed algorithm. The bubble sizes tend
to increase as the smoothing parameter h increases. For no
smoothing (h → 0), all local minima are identified as bub-
ble centers, and for structures where there is a good deal of
overlap between bubbles (due to clustering; this is certainly
true of reionization), the watershed algorithm gives a mass
function similar to that of a straight distance transform. At
the other end of the spectrum, for larger amounts of smooth-
ing (as h approaches the box size), the watershed identifies
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Figure 12. Watershed bubble PDFs of semi-numeric simulation
boxes with smoothing parameter h = 0.7 and QHII ≈ 0.48 (z ≈
11), for various box sizes L. QHII, z are approximate since the
ionization fraction changes slightly as the scales are changed. We
adjust z accordingly to account for such differences. Each box is
5003. The black solid line is the excursion set prediction, the green
short dashed line, the red dotted dashed line, the pink long dashed
line and the blue dotted line correspond to 100, 200, 500, 1000 Mpc
respectively.
only collection basins with very deep minima, and becomes
equivalent to the friends-of-friends algorithm. For realistic
simulations of reionization, this results in most of the ion-
ized volume residing in a gigantic bubble spanning the box.
We argue that sensible choices for the smoothing parameter
h can be identified, based on two criteria: (i) an ’interme-
diate asymptotic’ range where the bubble PDF is indepen-
dent or only very weakly dependent on h; (ii) reasonable
agreement in peak bubble size with the MFP algorithm. The
latter is a physically well-motivated algorithm which shows
good agreement with watershed in the well-understood case
where bubble overlap is insignificant. Finally, a visual check
of watershed segmentation results is always helpful.
Of course, if one is applying the watershed algorithm to
observations with finite resolution, the choice of smoothing
parameter is obvious– indeed, in this case the smoothing has
already been done. The observed PDF is heavily distorted
by the broad window function of the observations. We leave
analysis of this situation for future work.
5 DISCUSSION
As we have seen, there is no unique definition of bubble
size, and different methods will highlight different aspects
of the complicated topology of HII regions. Nonetheless, it
is worth considering the most appropriate methods for ques-
tions we are likely to be asking. There are two compelling
observational motivations. One is the hope of performing
21cm tomography with next generation instruments such
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Figure 13. Bubble PDF derived by the watershed algorithm for
the Monte-Carlo simulation (top) and semi-numeric simulation
boxes at QHII = 0.28, 0.49, 0.78 (z = 12, 11, 10; second to bottom)
for varying smoothing parameters h.
as HERA7. One would like to know the angular resolution
needed at different stages of reionization to actually image
the HII regions8. This corresponds to the typical size of fea-
tures in 2D slices of the simulation box. It is a task which
the watershed algorithm is ideally suited to perform, given
its origins as a well-tested, canonical image segmentation
7 http://reionization.org
8 Frequency resolution – i.e., resolution in the line of sight direc-
tion – is generally much higher and not a limiting factor.
Figure 14. Clockwise from top left are watershed segmented
slices of real simulation box with QHII = 0.49 (z = 11), with
smoothing parameters of h = 0, 0.9, 2, 5. The oversegmentation
is significant for h = 0. Once we tune up the values of h, the
results are more realistic segmented bubbles as seen in slices with
h = 0.9, 2 and 5.
algorithm in 2D. From Fig 9, we see that the watershed al-
gorithm does provide a reasonable measure of typical bub-
ble sizes. It is also equally obvious that the excursion set
formalism predicts bubble sizes that are too small. Another
important observational application is the mean free path of
ionizing photons, which determines the amplitude of the ion-
izing background Γ at these high redshifts (via Γ ∝ λ, where
 is the comoving emissivity and λ is the mean free path).
This is closely related to the mean free path of Lyα photons,
which determines if Lyα photons can redshift out of reso-
nance in ionized bubbles before being scattered by neutral
hydrogen. Lyα emitters will be visible in large bubbles, but
not in smaller ones where this condition is not satisfied. The
visibility and clustering of Lyα emitters, and the redshift
evolution of these properties, has been proposed as a sensi-
tive diagnostic of reionization (McQuinn et al. 2007a; Treu
et al. 2013). Both these applications are obviously closely
related to the MFP statistic9. Thus, at present we regard
the watershed and MFP methods as the best means for es-
timating observationally relevant bubble sizes. By contrast,
the DT (which underestimates bubble sizes) and FoF meth-
ods (which overestimates bubble sizes, as it focusses solely
on connectivity) return answers which at present appear less
relevant to observations. The fact that both the watershed
and MFP bubble size distributions peak at approximately
the same physical scales gives us additional confidence.
In considering the characteristic scale of bubbles, there
9 The correspondence is not exact, because sources tend to be
biased toward the center of bubbles rather than occupy random
positions. In principle, it should be possible to do a more careful
job, given known positions of halos in semi-numeric simulations,
but we leave this for future work.
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is also the broader question of how to partition ionized re-
gions, and when bubbles should be regarded as physically
distinct. This is a question which only the watershed and
FoF algorithms can address, as only they are capable of seg-
mentation. Consider two large spherical bubbles connected
by a thin tube. Instinctively we would decompose this into
3 components (the two bubbles and the tube), and indeed
this is what the watershed algorithm returns. By contrast,
the FoF algorithm would characterize this as a single ionized
region. Indeed, the FoF or any related percolation algorithm
(such as the Hoshen-Kopelmann algorithm) where the link-
ing length is allowed to be arbitrarily large, determines that
most of the volume is in a single, large ionized region for
xHII > 10% (Furlanetto & Oh 2016). At this point, when al-
most all ionized points are connected but their filling factor
is small, the HII regions have a ’tunnel-like’ topology. The
connectivity of a network of tunnels is obviously important
for transport processes which obey mass conservation–e.g.,
coffee percolating though coffee grounds in a filter, ground-
water percolating through holes in the earth, or a Pac-man
trying to traverse a maze. Its importance is less obvious for
reionization, where (modulo the effects of recombinations to
the ground state) ionizing photons travel in straight lines
and are absorbed once they hit the HII region boundary.
The photons cannot follow bends in the tunnel.10 photon
mean free paths. From the MFP algorithm (which also con-
curs with the watershed algorithm), we conclude that these
do have a characteristic scale. The existence of characteris-
tic scales in 2D slices is why the excursion set theory pre-
dictions of a typical size scale was for so long uncritically
accepted. Even though we have shown that the quantitative
predictions of excursion set theory need to be revised, we
still maintain that the notion of a characteristic bubble size
is correct and physically meaningful.
Let us consider our example of 2 spherical bubbles, and
bring them closer together. At the point at which they just
begin to overlap, by the lights of the observational applica-
tions we have mentioned (e.g., photon mean free path), it
still makes sense to regard them as distinct bubbles. How-
ever, as the level of overlap increases, as some point the
bubbles are best described as having merged, constituting
a single entity. The dividing line between these two cases
can be somewhat indistinct, and obviously application and
geometry dependent. Nonetheless, the watershed algorithm
provides an objective, well-defined way of performing this
segmentation, which has been extensively tested in the im-
age processing community. As we have seen, in most cases it
10 Nonetheless, FoF yields important physical insights. For in-
stance, all the bubbles in Fig 9 actually connect to one another,
so receive some illumination from sources at much larger scales
than the watershed algorithm would suggest (particularly since
recombinations to the ground state allow for some scattering of
ionizing photons). The fact that during the middle stages of reion-
ization, there is an infinite ionized region intertwined with an
infinite neutral region is a physical fact which is not apparent
in 2D slices or from other algorithms (Furlanetto & Oh 2016).
It is a robust prediction which potentially serves as a stringent
test of future high-resolution interferometers. In this case, what
is perhaps more relevant is the size of a typical cross-section –i.e.
the width of these curved tubes, which dominate the solid-angle
weighted11
agrees well with what we would visually classify as distinct
regions.
In this paper, we have argued that excursion set theory
underpredicts bubble sizes, particularly early on in reioniza-
tion. There are two questions worth considering in this re-
gard: (i) what causes FZH04 to fail? (ii) if excursion set the-
ory as formulated in FZH04 is defective, why is it nonetheless
acceptable to use semi-numeric simulations? Both are after
all based on the excursion set theory approach — smooth-
ing the halo density field and marking the largest possible
spherical volumes which are able to self-ionize.
With regards to point (i), the close correspondence at
all stages of reionization between bubble sizes predicted by
FZH04 and uncovered from simulations by the DT method
(Fig 8) is noteworthy. In particular, the DT method infers a
rapid evolution in bubble size which the other two methods
do not. This may not be accidental. The DT method is very
closely allied to the excursion set theory approach. At each
point in the simulation box, the DT method smooths over
the ionization field (rather than the density field) to find
the largest spherical region which can be accommodated
within an HII region, and labels that as a bubble of ra-
dius R. This raw distance transform overweights voxels at
the bubble boundary, leading to an underestimate of bubble
size. This close correspondence meant that the DT method
was mistakenly used to confirm the results of analytic ex-
cursion set theory from simulations. In reality, it might give
very similar results because it is a very similar method by
construction, and suffers from the same defects. The effect
is particularly egregious for the tube-like structures (caused
by merger of similar-sized bubbles), which appear early in
the history of reionization. These bubbles have large inverse
porosity, i.e. they subtend large stretches of space without
filling them. The over-counting of small bubbles by the DT
method (and similarly by excursion set theory) is obvious
if one thinks about the contours of constant distance trans-
form. By contrast, the watershed algorithm adds a secondary
processing step (flooding) which joins all connected regions
with the same distance transform, thereby avoiding this bias.
For instance, a straight tube will be identified as a single
HII region. The mean free path algorithm also gives an ac-
ceptably unbiased answer since all trajectories are weighted
by solid angle. Interestingly, FZH04 and the distance trans-
form both give answers closer to the watershed algorithm at
higher ionization fraction, when the ratio of surface area to
volume is smaller, and boundary effects are less important.
Bubbles become increasingly quasi-spherical as reionization
proceeds (Furlanetto & Oh 2016), and the explicit assump-
tion of sphericity is approximately correct.
Alternatively, a modified excursion set theory may be
capable of producing the correct bubble distribution. A par-
ticularly promising approach is the model of Paranjape &
Choudhury (2014), which predicted qualitative changes to
the FZH04 bubble PDF – bubble sizes larger by a factor
of 2– which are in agreement with the results of this pa-
per. It proposes two modifications to standard excursion set
theory: (i) standard excursion set theory assumes that ran-
dom walks are uncorrelated, even though neighboring walks
sample the same large scale fluctuations and real-space fil-
tering (used to find the ionization pattern) couples different
Fourier modes. This effect can now be accounted for in an-
alytic models (Musso & Sheth 2012, 2014). (ii) One should
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not consider spherical averages (and random walks) at all
locations, but only at special ones. Both the most massive
halos and the largest cosmic voids form at the most extreme
peaks of the density field, invalidating the usual excursion
set assumption that (e.g.) halos enclose a single density con-
trast. Paranjape & Choudhury (2014) find that the peaks
constraints on halo locations has the largest effect. While
their models and our simulation results do not fully agree in
detail, these promising insights clearly deserve more work.
We plan more detailed comparisons in the future.
Although the FZH04 excursion set theory based ap-
proach is incorrect for counting bubbles, as seen by its failure
to correctly predict the mass function, excursion set theory
is nonetheless correct for painting on the ionization field.
This can be seen from the close agreement between semi-
numeric simulations utilizing this approach with full radia-
tive transfer simulations (McQuinn et al. 2007b; Zahn et al.
2007, 2011). This is because the basic photon-counting argu-
ment behind the excursion set theory approach, which pre-
dicts the location of HII region boundaries–assuming they
travel in straight lines–is correct. Difficulties only arise when
one uses this approach directly to count bubbles. While the
straight line assumption works well locally, it cannot fully
characterize the stochastic overlap of realistic HII regions.
As we have argued, the partitioning of a contiguous ionized
region into separate bubbles is non-trivial. The watershed
approach handles this by identifying local minima, which
are effectively the bubble centers. The distance from these
points to HII region boundaries is more accurate than unre-
fined distance transforms.
Regardless of the scheme we use, it is clear that bubble
sizes are consistently underestimated in excursion set theory,
by a factor∼ 2−10 in effective radius (so a factor∼ 10−1000
in volume), with the largest disparity during the early stages
of reionization. Bubble sizes in the simulations clearly evolve
more weakly with redshift/ionization filling fraction than in
excursion set theory, an effect already noticed by Mesinger
& Furlanetto (2007). This arises because mergers of neigh-
boring bubbles happens very early on, an effect which can
be understood from percolation theory (Furlanetto & Oh
2016). In percolation theory, an object of infinite extent (in
practice, an object which spans the box) arises at a cer-
tain critical filling fraction, i.e., at that point, the structure
percolates the entire volume. If the bubbles are Poisson dis-
tributed, this fraction is ∼ 30% (Stauffer & Aharony 1994).
However, for a Gaussian random field this critical fraction
drops due to clustering; for ΛCDM parameters the critical
fraction is ∼ 10% (Shandarin et al. 2006; Furlanetto & Oh
2016). The clustering and percolation of bubbles is appar-
ently not correctly handled by the analytic expressions of
FZH04.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Our conclusions are as follows:
• The watershed algorithm is a superior method for seg-
menting bubbles and inferring its mass function. It has the
narrowest window function for spherical bubbles (a delta
function), and is unbiased. It provides the best correspon-
dence to intuitive visual segmentation of images, and has
the best performance on controlled Monte-Carlo samples. It
does have an adjustable smoothing parameter, but we have
found robust results over a reasonable range of this param-
eter.
• The mean free path method is another good comple-
mentary method, and corresponds to an important physical
quantity. By contrast, the distance transform (equivalent to
spherical averaging used by previous authors) is unaccept-
ably biased. The friends of friends algorithm, while focusing
on a different aspect of bubble topology, does yield impor-
tant physical insights, and it is imperative to translate these
physical insights into observationally testable predictions.
• Both the watershed and MFP methods still show that
there is a characteristic bubble size which increases with
time during reionization. However, these bubble sizes are
significantly larger (by up to an order of magnitude), and
evolve more slowly with ionization fraction, than predicted
by excursion set theory. The largest disparity occurs early
in reionization. In addition, the bubble size distribution is
narrower than predicted, and becomes increasingly sharply
peaked as reionization progresses. Excursion set theory ap-
parently does not correctly handle non-spherical structures
produced by bubble mergers, particularly when the ioniza-
tion filling factor is small, and should not be used to predict
characteristic scales.
In the future, it would be interesting to examine the size
distribution of neutral regions with the watershed algorithm.
This is an important, observationally accessible quantity
during the late stages of reionization. However, semi-numeric
simulations become unreliable toward the tail end of reion-
ization, when photon mean free paths are limited by LLSs
(which can only be incorporated in an ad-hoc fashion) rather
than bubble sizes. Such a study requires analysis of simu-
lations with full radiative transfer, including Lyman limit
systems (LLSs); the latter can become prohibitively expen-
sive, due to the wide required dynamic range (∆x ∼< 0.1
kpc resolution to accurately resolve LLSs, to the L ∼> 300
Mpc box sizes required to reduce cosmic variance for the
largest volume-filling bubbles). It is possible also to consider
many refinements: exploring the many variants of watershed
or other segmentation/tesselation algorithms, refining the
mean free path technique (e.g., using maximum likelihood
to infer the underlying bubble distribution given a known
window function; casting rays only from ionizing halo loca-
tions), or exploring other methods. In particular, it would
be very interesting to consider whether the watershed al-
gorithm can be applied directly to observations. Another
obvious line of attack would be to arrive at a physical un-
derstanding of the characteristic scales and bubble PDFs
we have obtained. The parallels between cosmic voids and
HII bubbles in reionization, where many of the same tech-
niques have been used (excursion set theory, segmentation
algorithms) may also be a source of further insight.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF MFP
WINDOW FUNCTION
In this Appendix, we will derive the window function
W (r/R) for the mean free path (MFP) method (§2.2). This
is equivalent to the conditional probability density function
P (r|R) for the mean free path of distance r inside a sphere
of radius R. Many of the steps here follow the derivation as
presented in Solomon (1978), with some modifications.
There are two steps in our construction: first we choose
a random point, P , inside the sphere, then we choose a ran-
dom direction to project the line and record its length r. Let
t be the distance between the center and the random point
P. The density function of t is proportional to the volume of
the spherical shell, g(t)dt = 4pit2dt/(4pi/3R3), or:
g(t) =
3t2
R3
(0 6 t 6 R) (A1)
Let θ be the angle between the line through the origin O
and the mean free path cord. The density function is given
by
h(θ) =
sin(θ)
2
(0 6 θ 6 pi) (A2)
Let φ be the acute angle between the line through the origin
O and the mean free path cord MN , so for acute θ, θ = φ;
for obtuse θ, θ = pi − φ (see Fig A1). Let l be the length of
perpendicular line from O to our mean free path chord. We
know l = t sin(φ) = t sin(θ) and dl = t cos(θ)dθ for a fixed t.
Then the conditional density of l for a fixed t is
h(l|t) = sin(θ)
∣∣∣∣ 12t cos(θ)
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ tan(θ)2t
∣∣∣∣ (0 6 θ 6 pi) (A3)
where the absolute sign eliminates negative probability den-
sity for obtuse θ. This can be written in terms of l, t, and r
as
h(l|t) =
∣∣∣∣ tan(θ)2t
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ tan(φ)2t
∣∣∣∣ = ± l2t (r −√R2 − l2) (A4)
where plus/minus is for acute/obtuse θ respectively.
The conditional probability density function P (l|R) is
the product of h(l|t) and g(t) integrated over all possible t:
P (l|R) =
∫ R
l
h(l|t)g(t)dt = ±
∫ R
l
(
3tl
2R3(r −√R2 − l2)
)
dt
(A5)
Now we want to perform a change of variables to express
l in terms of r and t to find density P (r|R). We know
that
√
t2 − l2 ± √l2 +R2 = r where plus/minus is for
acute/obtuse θ. Solving this equation for l and discarding
extraneous solutions we obtain:
l =
L2
2r
(A6)
where
L2 =
√
−r4 + 2r2R2 + 2r2t2 −R4 + 2R2t2 − t4 (A7)
and
∂l
∂r
=
−r2 +R2 + t2
L2
− L
2
2r2
(A8)
=
(R2 − t2 + r2)(R2 − t2 − r2)
2r2L2
(A9)
so the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant is:
|J | =
∣∣∣∣ ∂l∂r
∣∣∣∣ = ∓ ∂l∂r (A10)
where again minus/plus is for acute/obtuse θ. This combines
with the previous plus and minus sign to give an overall
minus sign.
Lastly, we need to figure out the limit of integration for
t for a fixed r. The upper limit is R as it cannot exceed the
radius of the sphere. However, the lower limit for t is |R− r|
which occurs when θ = 0. Now plug in everything in hand
and we have:
P (r|R) =
∫ R
|R−r|
dt
[
3tL2
2rR3
]
×[
r −
√
R2 − ((2r)−1L2)2
]−1
×[
− (R
2 − t2 + r2)(R2 − t2 − r2)
2r2L2
]
(A11)
This analytic result matches numerical Monte-Carlo results.
Note that this result differs from the erroneous expres-
sion given in Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007). The latter can
be derived by calculating the probability of choosing two
random points, one on the interior of the sphere and one
on its surface, and calculating the distance between them.
However, this approach does not correctly weight by solid
angle. For instance, a random ray emerging from a point
close to the bubble surface is much more likely to have a
small MFP, due to the enhanced likelihood of striking the
nearby surface. The Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007) window
function, which fails to take this into account, is skewed to-
wards larger bubble sizes. When this incorrect window func-
tion is convolved with analytic predictions, it boosts typical
bubble sizes and reduces the discrepancy between analytic
predictions and simulation results.
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